LSC cites 10-250 problems
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old 10-230 sound system and rely on the excellent acoustics for speech.

According to Dornbrook, "Newman would have nothing to do with Bose." In March, when it appeared Bose was definitely not going to install a Bose system, Bose offered to do an audio test, matching their system against any system which IBM cared to use, no matter what the price. However, Bose wanted MIT to agree to purchase their system if the test proved it to be superior. Dornbrook said that though there was never a written agreement, there was a basic understanding that if the Bose system was better it would be used.

However, when the test was performed, Harry Portnoy sent his assistant, Doris Cole, instead of coming himself, and Robert Newman was in Australia. Joseph Newman was in New York. NY 10019.
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How do you soundly, yet creatively, invest 10 million dollars ever working day?

The answer can change your ideas about careers with an insurance company. Specifically, it can change your ideas about a remarkable financial institution known as The Equitable.

First of all, we have assets of over $26 billion that make us the fifth largest corporate investor in the world. Moreover, we anticipate doubling these assets in the next 5 years. Another point of interest to you is that your financial-minded MBA is that we are, as you will see, a singular organization that is very different from banks and investment houses.

Size alone is almost the least of it. In our Investment Affairs complex you can be involved in the analysis, negotiation and management of directly placed fixed income securities, publicly traded bonds, common stocks, stockpots, mortgage real estate equities, or short-term securities we manage not only for our policy holders and contract holders, but for pension funds, mutual real estate trusts, and a rapidly growing number of other asset pools that we manage for investment teams.

A direct impact... both economic and social.

We provide capital funds not only for business, large and small, but for social imperatives like environmental protections, energy development, housing, health, education, and minority enterprises. We're continually seeking and imaginative areas for sound investing, and guided by the belief that social responsibility is an important financial responsibility.

Direct Placements can be real awakening.

Few MBA's realize the challenge inherent in the growing complexity of the Direct Placements business. These investments made through direct negotiations with a wide variety of capital owners involve diverse activities, and in each case tailored to specific needs frequently involve tens of millions of dollars. These placements are handled by small investment teams which are highly professional in their actions and investment philosophy.

Portfolio management: responsibilities come fast.

Our Portfolio Management Department, which currently manages some $4 billion of assets for pension and profit-sharing plans or other uses, is an up-to-date and fast-paced operation.